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How Do You Know If An F&T
Trap Is Working?
F&T traps discharge condensate at saturation t emperature . s o you can't tell by differential temperature across the trap whether
they're working . If you're a good troubleshooter and you have a mechanic's
stethoscope, you may be able to distinguish
the r=urgling sound a good trap makes when
operating .

eat

nipple, ball valve . elbow and pipe cap are
piped in lieu of the plug in the outlet tap, you
can test the trap in place .

If you have a particularly good idea, a
clever solution to a common problem .
or just something worth sharing, write

If you pipe a ball valve in that extra outlet, you
can test the trap by just opening the ball valve. .
You don't have to take the trap apart, and you
don't even need a test station . Just open the
valve . If condensate conies out . it's working_

it up and send it to CounerPoint . If
we print your article, you'll not only
Oct a by-Fine seen by our 60,000 readers - you'll also win an autographed

One sure way to check the
condition of an F&T trap is to
see if it discharges condensate,
or live (not flash) steam . A
simple ball valve attached to
the unused outlet of a
Hoffman F&T can be used as
a simple trap check .

Walter Payion football, top quality
B&G jacket .

Or

other valuable prize .

Send you articles to CounterPoint,
B&.G Advertising . 8200 N . Austin
Ave ., Morton Grove, IL 60053 . Even
if we don't print it, we will send you
an ITT B&G hat for your trouble .

3/4" through 1-1/2" F&T traps
have an "H - pattern connection feature . This offers four
possible hook-up combinations for flexihiliiv . When
connecting an "H" pattern trap, two connections typically are plugged . If a short

If live steam (riot flash) comes out, it"s not
working .

Other trap manufacturers use expensive sensor chambers or electronic test devices to
accomplish the same thing . A simple ball
valve will work more easily and cost effectively with a Hutl'man trap .

Lost Art and Two-Pipe Steam Seminars Set for 1994
Dan Holohan will be giving an expanded
series of seminars in 1994 on The Lost
Art of Steani Heating and Two-Pipe Steam
Made Easy . The Lost Art of Steam
Heating includes :
• One-Pipe/Two-Pipe Steam
• How To Know What You're Looking At
• Piping the Replacement Boiler
• Handling Condensate
• 'I'rappin .r Steam
• Understanding the Dynamics of Air
• Piping Beyond the Boiler Room
• Taking the Mystery out of Histurv

seminar for `94 . will cover :
• How to Avoid Common Pitfalls
• How Steam Traps Work & How to Size
• Handling Returning Condensate
• Care & Feeding ofVacuum Systems
• How to Get Rid of Water Hammer
• How to Size, Layout and Check Piping
• Steam Heat Exchange Coils
• PRV Stations

Two-Pipe Steam Made Easy, a brand new

For more details, call 1-800-860-0980 .

Enrollment Fees :
I Seminar
Both Seminars

Compliments of :

I person
$149
$249

3 or more
$125/person
$199/person

1994 Steam
Seminar Schedule
March 1-2

Boston
Colonial Hilton
March 8-9
Syracuse, NY
Sheraton Inn
Syracuse
March 15-16 Teaneck, NJ
Sheraton Hasbrouck
March 22-23 Philadelphia
Sheraton Plaza
Sept . 20-21
Washington D .C./
Baltimore
Sept . 27-28
Chicago
Oct . 4-5
San Francisco '•
Oct . 11-12
Seattle
a_

Location to be announced.
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We Built a Better Bear Trap
(Speaking of steam-heating customers, if
you tell them this story, we'll he amazed
if you don't get some nice business for
your etfurt.)
When a thermostatic steam trap fails, it
lets steam pass through the radiator and
into the return lines . That's bad news
because when a two-pipe steam system's
supply and return lines approach the same
pressure, the air will stop moving out
of the radiators . You know what happens then'? Your customers wind up
with cold radiators and high fuel bills .
And it only takes a couple of defective
traps to ruin the steam distribution
(and the fuel budget!) of an entire
building .
Most thermostatic radiator traps fail
from metal fatigue and water hammer .
The metal fatigue part is easy to
understand_ especially when you consider the corrosive nature of condensate, and the fact that in a typical steam
heating system, each radiator trap will
open and close about 175,000 times a
year . Add a bit of violent water hammer
to the mix, and you can see why so many
traps die an early death .
But since the traps don't all fail on the
same day, the building owner usually
doesn't make the. connection between his
broken traps (which he might not even
know about!), his discomfort, and his high
fuel bills .

specifically to resist wear and water hammer (in fact, its performance inspired its
name) . The Hoffman people built its element and seat from stainless steel and
encased it in a water hammer-resistant
cage that's designed to take a serious beating .

promise to keep you posted on their
progress .

Before offering it to the trade, they put a
bunch of Bear Traps on a test rack in

We decided to do things differently' .
We're so sure of the Bear Trap (because
of Hoffman's exhaustive engineerin-, and what we've seen on that test
rack of theirs), that we've decided to
triple the warranty most of the other
guys offer .
How does this sound to you? We'll
cover you for three full years on the
Bear Trap . That's far beyond your
warranty to your customer . and we
think it's one heck of a selling point
when you're talking to a building
owner, don't you? It's nice to have
an edge for a change, isn't it .

their Chicago plant and cycled them open
and closed every few seconds with a few
pounds of steam pressure, lots of air and
plenty of brackish condensate . They also
hit them with water hammer because they
knew that's exactly what would happen in
the field . This went on day and night for
years .
So far, they've cycled these traps open
and closed more than ten million times,
under real-world conditions, and they're
still working . Imagine that . Ten million
cycles, and they're still working!

This is where the opportunity lies . Smart
contracturs help the building owner make
that connection . They show him how to
solve both of his problems at the same
time. Smart contractors know how to find
business where others see only gloom .

Now, here's the point . Most ordinary
steam trap elements last about three years .
That's it . Because of this, most manufacturers warrant their traps for a single year .

The folks at Hoffman are scratching their
heads right now, not sure if they'll ever be
able to kill these tough little traps . But we
have a feeling they'll keep trying . and we

But maybe you need more c onvincing . so
here : We offer the Bear Trap in an
angle, a vertical and even a swivel pattern
(all with interchangeable long or short
nipples) so you'll be able to easily replace
those old "left- and right-hand" offerings
from Warren Webster, Dunham, and just
about all of the manufacturers from the
old days . We also figured out a way to
make Bear Trap's "Dura-Stat" element
fit perfectly inside a Sarco . a DunharnBush and even a Barnes and Jones thermostatic radiator trap, so now you have a
way to upgrade all those common brands
of failed steam traps with tough, long-[asting Bear Trap elements . And you won't
have to touch any ancient system piping to
get the job done .

Compliments of:
Hundred, of smnartt contractors over the
past year or so have been buying Hoffman
Specialty's new Bear Trap right here at
this counter . You see, the folks at
Huffman developed the Bear Trap
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Hoffman F&T Traps Offer Something "Extra"
Float & thermostat steam traps play an
a plain vent . Keep in mind, F&T traps
important part in steam distribution. First . don't vent air to the atmosphere . They
they let air pass by into the return
lines . This is crucial because steam
won't enter a pipe or a heater that's
w ' Equipment
filled with air . If the air can't get out,
Drain Point
I
the steam can't get in, and your cusF&T ,
Trap
'Y" Strainer
tomer will wind up with high fuel bills
and very little heat .
After the air gets out, the trap closes
against the steam, allowing it to give
up its latent heat to the heater . Once
that happens, the F&T trap opens to
allow the condensate to quickly drain .

g1-111i'
Dirt
Pocket

F&T traps set up the `'high-pressure"
and "low -pressure" sides of the system
and allow the steam to flow . If a trap
should fail, steam will enter an area where it
doesn't belong. That usually leads to water
hammer damage (with lots of noise!), and
poor steam distribution .
Since F&T traps work on water level and not
temperature, it's very difficult to check their
operation with a thermometer . The temperature of the condensate leaving the trap is usually the same as the temperature of the steam
entering the trap .
The best way to check an F&T is to open a
valve downstream of the trap's discharge
and look at what comes out . Good traps discharge a mixture of water (condensate) and
puffy flash steam . Failed traps discharge
"live" steam and very little water .
For years, we've made our Hoffman F&T
traps with two inlets and two outlets so
you'll have more piping options .
You'll always wind up with an "extra" outlet, and many of our contractor friends use
that outlet as a trap tester (to increase their
trap repair business down the road) . All you
have to do is install a nipple and a valve in
the sparee outlet. Then, when you want to
test the trap, just open the valve and watch
what comes out . For safety . our friends
install a plug in the outlet of the valve to
make sure no one gets scalded, should the
valve be opened accidentally .
The "extra" outlet is also a _,reat place for

jElLd'rJ~~~l~
Ball Test
VaLve

To Return Line

just pass it down the line, usually to a
vented condensate receiver .
But if there's a point where the return line
drops below the inlet to the condensate
pump's receiver, the piping will form a
water leg through which air won't vent .
That's not a problem with Hoffman F&T
traps, however, because you have that
"extra" port working in your favor .
Hoffman lets you vent right at the trap,
and that gets the steam moving quickly
throughout the building .
4

!fan Hole'

S

"Co
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We recently redesigned our line of
Hoffman F&T traps to include our new
Durastat . The Durastat is at the
heart of our thermostatic Bear Trap .
I
the trap that resists water hammer
and has gone through over 10 million cycles without a failure .
We also went to all-stainless steel
internal parts and increased the
capacities of our entire line .
Hoffman F&T traps meet and in
many cases exceed the ratings of
traps offered by Spirax Sarco .
Armstrong and Dunham Bush . In
addition, we re-configured our 314"2" sizes so you can use them as
direct piping replacements for the
Spirax Sarco offering .
In other words, Hoffman fits! And in
more ways than one . We give you the
advantage of that "extra" port for a trap
tester or an air vent . plus the water hammer resistance of our stainless steel
Durastat element, and all at a competitive
price .
Fit Hoffman F&T traps into your next
steam job. Take advantage of these extra
features and the benefits those features
bring to your customers . You'll stand out
from the crowd!

School of Steam Heatin

Location
Columbia. MD
Columbia Inn Hotel & Conf . Center
Rosemoat, URatrtada inn ROW"[1aotrt.
Seattle, WA
Meany Tower Hotel
San Mate-o, CA
Onmi Dunfey Hotel ;

Lost Art of Steam
Heat ing,. Seminar

F 11 '94 Schedule

Two-pipe Steam
Made Easy Seminar

9/20/94

9/21/94

9/2"7/94

9/28/9-1

1014194

10/5/94

10/1 1194

10/ 12/94

For more information, prices or to enroll, call 1-800-860-0950 .

Compliments of :
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How Much Water Should a Steam Heating
System Need?
With steam heating systems . there's one
thing you can count on : They will always
need feed water. How much water they
need depends a lot on the system's age
and condition, but the feeding process
never ends .

the burner on .
In residential steam heating, you can do
this very effectively with McDonnell &
Miller's Uni-Match water feeder . The
people at M&M came up with this feeder

Where does the water go? It leaves
the system through evaporation .
through leaky air vents on the radiators and mains . This type of leakage
is especially aggravated by steam
pressure that's kept higher than necessary for the system (a condition we
see all the time) . And then there are
the buried pipes . Even if there are
just a few feet of buried return line on
that job, there's a good chance it's
leaking .
Some home owners like to feed
their steam boilers by hand, but
the vast majority of home owners
choose the convenience and backh,
up safety advantages of an automatic water feeder . That's
because their heating contractors
took the time to explain things to
them . For instance, suppose there's a leak
in the system during the dead of winter
when they aren't home . An automatic
feeder will keep the boiler running at its
safe, minimum water line, and keep the
house warm . A feeder can also protect a
steam boiler by keeping it fed with water
should the gas valve lock itself in the open
position .
How much water a boiler needs to keep
operating depends on its firing rate, and
this is very easy to calculate . It works like
this : All boilers, regardless of their size .
lose water to steam at a constant rate .
Ideally, they should be fed at I gpm per
250,000 Btulhr, Gross Load (D .O .E .
Heating Capacity) . So, if a boiler is rated
for . say, 500,000 Btu/hr, and the water
level should drop to the "feed line, you
should be adding about 2 GPM to keep

Here's an important thing you should
know, though . When you're installing a
Uni-Match feeder . you're going to find
two separate orifices inside the box . One
of those orifices is for a feed rate of I
gpm, the other is for a feed rate of 4
gpm . There's an orifice already
installed in the Uni-Match at the factory . and this one is set to feed 2 -pin .
This orifice will satisfy any steam heating boiler with a gross rating up to
500,000 Btu/hr .
If you're working with a very small
replacement steam boiler - say, one
rated at 125,000 Btu/hi , - you should
use the I gpm orifice, which is good for
boilers up to 250,000 Btu/hr . This
smaller orifice will feed at a slower rate
and lessen the chance that returning
condensate will flood the boiler .

McDonnell & Miller
Uni-Match Water Feeder

when the boiler manufacturers reduced the
size of their replacement steam boilers .
They designed the Uni-Match to protect
those smaller boilers from nuisance, lowwater shutdowns .
The Uni-Match takes its signal from either
a PS-800 probe-type, or a 67 float-type
low-water cutoff . It has a timing circuit
that makes it wait for a minute, has it feed
for a minute, then wait for a second
minute, and so on . This well-thought-out
feed cycle gives the condensate a chance
to return and greatly reduces the chance of
a flooded boiler .

If you have a larger steam boiler, one
rated up to 1,000,000 Btulhr, switch
from the factory-installed 2 gpm orifice
to the 4 gpm orifice you'll find in the box .
This larger orifice will let Uni-Match keep
up with the needs of that bigger boiler and
stop it from shutting down ~on low-water,
should a leak develop in the system .
So how much water should a steam heating system need'' It depends a lot on the
system's age and condition . But when the
boiler needs water, it's good to know the
Uni-Match is there waiting with the right
amount, and at the right rime .
Ask your counterman to show you a LiniMatch water feeder, and tell your steam
heating customers about the added security that automatic water feeders offer .
They'll be glad you did . and so will you

Compliments of :

McDonnell & Miller 40``I
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"Vapor/Vacuum" Dos and Don'ts
Back in the days of coal - and wood-fired
boilers - heating contractors used vacuum
air vents to help them get the maximum
efficiency out of their steam heating systems_ They called these old systems
VaporIVacuum .'' and the principle that
made them work was a simple one : At
very low pressure, steam takes up about
1,700 times more
space than water .
When that steam
condenses, it will
create a vacuums if
air can't get back
into the system .

quickly forms when the burner shuts off .
Any air that doesn't get vented on the first
cycle expands greatly, blocking the movement of the steam "vapor" to the radiators .
And because gas and oil burners shut off
completely between firing cycles, there's
no longer a hot bed of embers to keep the
low temperature water boiling . When you
mix vacuum vents
with gas or oil, you
usually wind up with
uneven heat and callbacks . You also wind
up with condensate
that doesn't return
quickly enough from
the system . and that
can lead to water
level problems in the
boiler.

Steam traps are crucial to
old two pipe, vapor!
vacumn systems . It you
suspect your steam traps
aren't working as they
should, test them with a
contact thermometer or a
temperature-sensitive
crayon .

Thee old-timers let
the steam expand
naturally .
It
pushed air ahead
of itself, through
the vacuum Vents
and out of the. system . When the
steam condensed
in the radiators, it shrank to 1/1700th its
size . Air couldn't reenter the system
through the vacuum vents because they
have tiny checks valves at their outlets .
If the piping was tight, a deep vacuum
would form throughout the system . The
nice thing about a vacuum is that it lowers
the boiling point of water . 11' the old-timer
set it up right, a vapor/vacuum system
could continue to make steam, even after
the water temperature dropped as low as
140 degrees! The old-timers could take
advantage of every bit of heat from the
coal or wood fire as it burned down to
embers . They wasted nothing .

Nowadays, however, must of us fire our
steam boilers with gas or oil . Coal- and
wood-fired boilers are still around, but
they're the exception to the rule . While
gas and oil are convenient fuels, they're
not a good choice for systems using vacuum vents because gas and oil burners
cycle on and off.
This cycling creates problems in systems
that have vacuum vents . The vacuum

At Hoffman, we
haven't made vacuum vents for onepipe steam systems
in about 15 years . Today, we make only
one vacuum vent . It's a main vent we call
#76 . We continue to make the #76
because there are still many two-pipe .
vapor/vacuum systems out there that run
on coal .
If you have a two-pipe . vapor/vacuum
system running on gas or oil, you should
be using our #75 main vent near the end
of each dry return . The steam will push
the air through the radiators . into the dry
return and out the #75 . The system won't
drop into vacuum . And as long as your
radiator traps are working as they should,
your old vapor/vacuum system will heat
evenly at very low pressure . It usually
takes no more than 12 ounces or so .

vapor/vacuum systems . If you suspect

your steam traps aren't working as they
should, test them with a contact
thermometer or a temperature-sensitive
crayon. You should see 10- to 15-degrees
drop in temperature across the thermostatic
radiator trap if it's working .
If the traps are passing steam into the
returns, you'll have uneven heat . high fuel
bills, boiler water level problems and
water hammer noise . Steam traps are
every bit as important on those old systems as they are on more modern systems .
You can repair those old steam traps with
Hoffman Bear Traps or Hoffman Durastat
elements . Our replacement parts are built
to last for many years under the toughest
conditions . They fit most old-fashioned
steam traps, and they pay for themselves
in no time with fuel savings and even
comfort . Your Customers Will think
you're brilliant!
When you're faced with an old steam system . think Hoffman . We have the parts
and the specialized knowledge you need
to solve those tough problems . And we're
always happy to help you because we
appreciate your business . Thanks!

When you're faced with
an old steam system,
think Hoffman . We
have the parts and the
specialized knowledge
you need to solve those
tough problems .

Steam traps are crucial to old two-pipe,

Compliments of :
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How Motorized Valves Affect
Steam Boiler Water Levels
Many older buildings are served by oneand two-pipe steam heating systems .
Many of these systems work by "gravity
return ." This means they don't need a
condensate- or boiler-fe .ed pump to put the
returning condensate back into the boiler .

Let's say you start with all the zone valves
open . The boiler makes a bit of pressure
and steam moves out toward the radiators .
One zone reaches its set temperature . and
a thermostat in the living space shuts the
motorized valve .

Gravity return systems are simple and
have remarkably Ion,, lives . Many have
been in service for nearly 100 years_ They
work on a simple principle : If you let
water stack in a vertical pipe, it will exert
a pressure . These old systems use that
pressure to help put the condensate back
into the boiler .

Here's the problem . At this point . there's
still pressure in the boiler . but there's no
longer any "leftover" steam pressure at the
end of that zone's main . There can't be,
because the motorized valve stopped it
back at the boiler . Suddenly, all you have
going for you to - 'balance the scale" is the
static weight of the water in the returns .
Unfortunately, it's not enough .

Consider this . A steam heating system is
like an old-fashioned balance scale .
There's a "weight" of steam on both the
supply and return sides . We call that
weight "steam pressure," and it usually
doesn't take much to make the system
work . The pipe size determines the right
steam pressure for any given system, and
the original heating engineers made that
decision years ago .
Whatever the pressure, when you make
steam, you'll have more of it in the boiler
than you will in the system piping . Steam
is not like compressed air . The pressure is
never the sa=ne throughout the system . It
can't be, because steam condenses .
You'll always have less at the ends of the
mains that you do in the boiler .
And that's where the static weight of the
returning condensate comes in . The original heating engineer figured this all out .
In his gravity return system, he knew the
weight of the condensate would combine
with the "leftover" steam pressure at the
ends of the mains . Together, the two
forces would be enough to put the condensate back into the boiler.
Now, this is a beautifully simple. balance
of pressures that's worked well for years .
But think about what happens when you
add motorized zone valves to the mix .

So what happens'? The water backs out of
the boiler and up into the closed zone .
That gives the boiler two choices! It can
either shut down on low water or, if
there's an automatic water feeder . i t can
take on fresh feed water. Either option is
had for you because, eventually, that
motorized valve is going to reopen . And
when it does, you'll get a hefty dose of
water hammer as steam meets the backedup water in the main . Next, the backed-up
water will rush into the boiler and flood it .
Contractors who are not that familiar with
the ins and outs of steam heating usually
blame either the low-water cut-off or the
automatic water feeder for this problem .
Neither is at fault, but since they're thinking that way, they'll never solve the problem .
If you put a check valve on the condensate
return line, the water can't back out of the
boiler . That's good! You'll think you
solved the problem because the water will
no longer disappear when a motorized

zone valve closes . But, unfortunately . a
check valve doesn't get you out of the
woods, because the returning condensate
can't open it . Remember, there's a limited
amount of "weight' on the system side of
the "scale" when that motorized valve
closes . It's not enough to open the check
va€ve. .
Since the condensate can't get through the
check valve, the boiler will take on fresh
water through its automatic water feeder .
It won't need as much as it slid before, but
it will still need some . After a few cycles .
the boiler will find itself flooded again .
And then there's the water hammer to
consider whenever that valve reopens .
Don't be so quick to blame the feeder or
the low-water cutoff if you're having
water level problems . Take a hard look at
those motorized zone valves . They are at
the root of many steam problems . Don't
let them fool you, too .
The only right way to use motorized
valves on a steam heating system is to
convert the system to pumped return . You
do this by adding a boiler-feed pump to
the main condensate return, and steam
traps to the ends of the maim and the base
of the riser drips .
The key to successfully troubleshooting
any steam heating system is to keep your
eyes open. and to keep thinking about the
balance between the supply and return
sides .
ITT McDonnell & Miller representatives
are well-versed in steam heating . Call
them when You're faced with a tough
problem .

Compliments of :
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How Much Steam Pressure Do You Really Need?
When you're having a problem getting that
old stcani-hcatcd buildinu warm, your first
reaction may be to raise the boiler pressure .
Don't do it'. Raising the pressure in an old
steam svstenn usual Iv Icads fu more
problems than urost contractors can handle .
Here's why .
Our old licating text hooks tell us that the
engineers who worked during the Davs of
Steam Heating= wanted to save money as
much as we do todaN . Since it costs money
to make steam . they designed their systems
to run at as low a pressure as possible .
usually not more than 2 psi - and that was in
a big building
They could get by with love pressure because
then sized their pipes in a way that offered
very little resistance to the flow of steam . This
is why steam pipes are so big.

your air vents, They're probably clogged .
Bad air vents Will also cause the burner to
short-cycle . It pays to check and, if necessary, replace those air vents every few years .
Your customers will see the difference in
I'uel savings .
More good reasons to turnn the pressure
down . . .

High pressure wastes fuel .
That long-gone engineer sized those radiators to heat the room on the coldest day of
the year with I psi or less pressure at the
radiator . When you raise the pressure, you
also raise the steam's temperature, and that.
of course, overheats the room . Most people
respond to a too-hot room by opening the.
windows . Lower the pressure, and you'll
save fuel .

High pressure causes air vents to clog .
Typically, an engineer would treasure the
Remember, a steam system is an open sysdistance from the boiler to the furthest
tens . It's constantly corroding, and bits of
radiator iii the building .
metal are always
He'd then double that
That old steam system will run
flaking o f the pipes,
distance to allow for
better
if
_you.
turn
the
pressure
tile boiler and the
frictional losses 1hrough
radiators . When you
down,
not
up
.
By
turning
the
fittings and valves the
raise the pressure,
resistance through a
pressure down, you're placing
you drive those hits
fitting is greater than it
the system in the design range
of metal toward the
is through straight pipe! .
the
old
engineer
had
in
mind.
air vents, and that
He'd calculate. his total
causes the vents to
''equivalent" length and
then go to his steam pipe-sizing tables . eventually CIO" . What conies next? Spitting
Next, he'd select a pipe size that offered a vents that waste both water and steam .
pressure drop of only one or two ounces per
hundred feet of equivalent run .

If you want to save maintenance dollars .
lower the pressure .

That's not much pressure, and that's why
that old steam system Will run better if you
turn the pressure down, not up . By turning
the pressure down, you're placing the
system in the, design range the old engineer
had in iii rid . For instance., in most cases,
residential systems work best when they're
running off a vaporstat set to cut-in at fort'
ounces and cot-out at 12 ounces . Not m uch .
i s it?

High pressure can hold back condensate .
if the condensate. doesn't return quickly
enough to the boiler, the boiler will go off
on low-water . If there's an automatic water
feeder serving the system .. the boiler may
flood when the eondensate finally does
return . Either way, you wind up With nuisance service calls - calls you can help avoid
by lowering the steam pressure .

If your system has a pressuretrol, it usually
run, Nest when you set the control to the
lowest possible numbers, usually Ill psi Cut-in
with a I psi differential . Do this. dual watch
the difference in system performance .
If, after selling the xvs(ein to lower pressure,
you find you're ,till ns ..rt getting heat, check

High pressure can cause the radiator air
vents to close and not reopen .
One-pipe steam air vents will close tin steam
temperature . but high pressure will often
keep them front reopening - even after
they've cooled . The result is little if no heat
at the radiators and unhappy custometrs .
Trapped air will stop the movement of steam
as effectively as a closed gate valve . If the
steam pressure jams the vents closed, the air
can't get out . Lower the pressure, and you'll
release the air vents . The steam will move ;
the building Will be warts . And _you'll look
like a hero!
High pressure encourages water hainnier .
If condensate can't drain Well, it will linger
in the horizontal pipes and hammer when the
steam reaches it . Water hammer is one of
the most destructive forces we know of. It
can break pipes and cause thousands of dollars in damage . It also guarantees callback~
if you're the unlucky contractor on the . job .
Lower the pressure to help prevent water
hammer .
And use the best air vents . . .
We've been staking Hoffman air vents for
more than SO years . Out- "float & thermostatic" type vents respond to both steam
temperature and spitting water . We check
each vent with live steam to snake sure it
meets our specifications before wee ship it to
your wholesaler .
You can call or write your Hoffman
representative, and he will provide you with
our specifications . They show the venting
rate of Hoffman vents in cubic inches of air
per minute at the slightest pressure . They
also list the "drop-away" pressures of
Hoffman vents . These all important ratings
show the exact point at which a Hoffman
vent Will reopen once it has closed . "Dropaway" pressure helps you fine-tune those old
systems and really shine in your customers
eyes .
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How to Increase Your Profits with Low-Water
Cutoffs on Hot Water Boilers
Most gravity steam boilers operate at 2 psi
or so .. and every one comes with a low-water
cutoff. You probably can't imagine a steam
boiler operating Without that essential safety
control . What would happen if the boiler
ran out of water and the burner continued to
[ire? If you've ever seen a burned-out steam
boiler, you know that the stakes are verv
high . And that's why every steam boiler
comes with a low-water cutoff .
But now consider a hot water boiler . Most
operate it[ six limes the pressure caf the
typical steam boiler, yet most have no
protection against a dangerous low-water
condition . Some hot-water boilers have that
crucial protection, but these are the larger
boilers, 400,1)00 BTUH and higher . Why
boilers of this size? Because it's the law .
Contractors usually install these boilers in
multi-family housing and commercial buildings
places where there are lots of people .
But what about smaller hot water boilers?
You know, the kind you find in single-family
homes . Plenty of people living there, but they
don't have low-water cutoffs, do they? Whv?
Because in most states, there's no law that
says you have to install them .
What's causing this shift in policy'? We suspect it may have to do with Life rapid growth
of hydronic heating in certain areas of the
United States . Did you know that the radiant-floor-heating market has been growing
at a steady rate of about 30% a year for several years now'? Many newer hydronicc heating systems include at least some radiant
floor heating . And when all or most of your
system piping wind ups up belon' the boiler,
it's time to start thinking seriously about
potential system leaks, and about the people
who are going to live in that house .
Even a simple baseboard-loop system can
havee several feet of piping that dips under a
concrete slab to clear a doorway . That pipOut of sight and prone to corrosion and
leakage ; in most homes . there's nothing to
protect tile hoilc.r from a low-water condition . Maybe you're thinking the feed valve
will protect the boiler if something goes
wrong'? 11- you hire, consider this situation .
Suppose tile burner locks into the firing
position and doesn't drop out when it should .
Anvthin , from a stuck-open gas valve to a

faulty control can cause this problem .
Once the burner locks in and keeps Firing, the temperature and pressure inside
that boiler will build until the relief
valve opens . In most homes, this happens at 30 psi .
So the relief snaps wide and unloads a
furious blast of steam . Once the immediate danger passes, the valve quickly
seats itself. In most homes, they seat at
about ?6 psi . But remember, the burner
continues to fire .
And then in a few moments, the relief'
valve roars open again, dumping even
more steam into the boiler room .
Unless someone notices, this will continue until there's little or no water in
the boiler.
Now consider this . While this is happening .
the system pressure neve r drops below 12
psi . Because it doesn't, the feed valve can
never feed . And if the feed valve shot water
into the boiler, there's no telling what could
happen .
Take it a step further . Suppose the burner is
behaving and things are working as they
should, except there's a leak in a buried pipe,
and the system is losing water constantly .
Since the system pressure is below the feed
valve's setting--which is, say 12 psi--the
feed valve will feed . It will allow in gallon
after gallon of fresh, cold water . When the
boiler heats that raw water, the system will
receive a massive injection of oxygen, and
before long, the ferrous parts of the system
will corrode and fail . The fuel hills will also
soar . and if the water in your area is hard,
the boiler will fill with lime, and it too may
fail . Your customer will have no warning that this is happening .
Can y ou see how low-water cutoffs are in
the best interest of your hot-water heat customcrs? It's to voter erects advantage to
mention them to sour - customers, especially

if you're replacing their boiler. When they
realize a low-water cutoff is in their best
interest, most home owners say, "Sure,
install it!" This is especially true when
you're replacing their boiler, because the
cost of the low-water cut off seems modest
compared to the cost of the complete job .
Think about it . If you mention it to them as
an option, explaining the facts about feeders
and boiler protection, the v might just sa y
I'es! And if they do, you'll make more
money on that job while you're protecting
that family from potential danger.
And if they say No . you're still better off.
You've raised an issue with a solution that's
in their best interest . You've shown you
care about their safety .
When you sell with your customers' best
interests in mind, you separate yourself from
other contractors in a big way . This caring
approach and awareness of the workings of
hydronic systems make you more professional in the customer's eyes . And the best
part : you'll probably increase your profit on
every job you do .
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Tips on Balancing One-Pipe Steam Systems
Since George D . Hoffman invented the first
float-and-thermostatic, steam air vent in
1912, we've learned a thing or two . We'd
like to share with you a few one-pipe-steam
balancing tips we've picked up along
the way .
Vent the mains quickly . 11 you want the
steam to arrive at all the radiators at about the
same time . you must vent the mains quickly .
Steam is a gas, and it will always look for a
way 0111 of thee system . When it leaves the
boiler, it heads toward the air vents . The bigger the air vent . the more. inclined steam will
be to head that way, 11' your system heats
unevenly, install a Hoffman #75 main vent
near the end of the main and marvel at the
difference it makes .

Hoffman's I-A vent, with its adjustable
venting rate, is an excellent choice for systems with radiators of different sizes .
Insulate the steam lines . When steam condenses and turns back into water, it stops
moving . That's why the old-timers spent so
much tine insulating their steam mains_
They wanted the steam to condense in the
radiators, not in the basement piping .
if someone removed the asbestos insulation,
YOU must replace it With a more suitable
material if you want a balanced system .

The bigger the hole, the faster the. venting,
so it pays to install a tee with a three-quarter-inch tapping for the vent near the end of
the main . Don't try to get by with a tiny
hole drilled into the main .

Vent the radiators based on their size. If
your goal is to get all the radiators hot
simultaneously on the coldest day o("
the year, you'll have to handle the. air in a
special way . First, as we said before,
vent the mains quickly . That's important.
Then vent the radiators in relation to
their
not necessarily their location in
the building .
The train vents will snake ',tire steam reaches each radiator at about the same time .
Since big radiators contain tore air than
small radiators, big radiators should have
larger air vents than smalI radiators .

Check the boiler manufacturer's cleaning
instructions . It can take a day or two to get
a boiler's water back in "clean-steam"
shape, but this is often the only solution to
those balancing problems .
Lower the steam pressure. Steam heating
systems ride a wave of pressure from the
"cut-in" to the "cut-out" setting of the pressuretrol or the vaporstat . The system ixust
cycle up and down on that wave because
that's how the air vents work .
Steam pushes the air from the vents : the
vents then shut on temperature . When the,
steam condenses, the vents are supposed to
open to allow venting to continue . But if
the system pressure is too high . the air rents
might stay closed . Since air can't escape
from a closet) air vent, the radiators stay
cool, and thee system goes out of balance .

The #75 vent should be at least 15 inches
back from the. end of the. main, and six to
ten inches up on a nipple to keep it away
front any end-of-main water hammer .

Install a Hoffman "Y" strainer vertically
before the main vent. We don't have to
tell you how dirty an old steam system can
be . Since the steam is moving at high
velocity (typically, about 25 mph in a onepipe system) . it picks up particles of rust
and sediment . Eventually, this stuff winds
up inside the main vent . Before long, the
main vents clog and can't shut . They spit
water and let steam pass to the atmosphere .
This creates water-level problems at the
boiler .

when the steam quality is poor . This, too,
leads to balancing problems .

Uninsulatcd steam pipes have about five
times the heat loss of insulated steam pipes .
Wrap the pipes well so the steam has a
chance to get where you want it to go .
Clean the system . If the boiler water is
dirty, the steam will carry water with it
when it heads off into the piping . This leads
to water level problems at the boiler, sure,
but it also creates balancing problems
throughout the system .
The ,learn gives up its latent-heat energy to
the mist of water that's traveling with it .
That stops the steam dead in its tracks .
The far radiators remain cold while
the. radiators near the boiler room get
warm . The. burner often short-cycles

The air vents and the pressturc .trol or vaporstat work together to move the air froth the
system . If you set the "cut-in" setting at
one-half psi on a pressuretrol or at about
four ounces on a vapostat, you'll never
lock the. air vents closed .
The "cut-out" pressure should he as low as
possible . There is no reason to raise the
steam pressure any higher than it has to be.
High-pressure steam actually moves more
slowly than low-pressure steam .
So when you're trying to balance that onepipe system, lower the pressure .
Proper near-boiler piping also plays a huge
r ole. i n the one-pipe-steam balancing act .
Always follow the boiler manufacturer's
specifications carefully .
Your Hojumcan relirescirtcriis e' is aril versed
in steam-Ix aiiJr,~-srstcat problems and their
solrrtioirs. If son steed help, call cardaask for
their advice . Ihc'ti''re t ill tns ilic're iar worn!
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The Top-Ten Dumb Things Contractors Do
With Steam Heating Systems
Justin From the Main Office in Chicago, Illinois
# l0 . They come to believe they're just
working on a purl of the system. You're
never working on just a part of a steam system . When you touch one part, you affect
all the other parts . Always try to back up
and see the system . You may he. there just to
replace the boiler, but the people arc going
to he calling you when that new boiler won't
heat their building . Think big!

valves should be thee same size as the lines
they're piped into . They will always b e
smaller . If you line-size a trap or a PRy, it
will just barely open during operation . That
leads to "wire-drawing" (erosion of the
metal seat), and premature death . If you`re
not sure of the size, call your McDonnell &
Miller/Hoffman rep .

#9 . They remove the insulation . Steam is
a gas that quickly condenses into a liquid
when it hits cold pipes . Surprised`? If a pipe
is insulated, the steam is five times less likely to condense . Whoa! And that's why
there's insulation on the pipes . If you want
the steam to reach those far-off radiators,
you have to insulate those pipes .

"You should always walk
through the system and imagine
yourself as air. Could you get
out of those pipes? If you can't
get out, neither can the air."

#S, They don't figure the time it takes to
clean the system . Steam systems are wide
open to the atmosphere . and that means they
are constantly corroding . That corrosion
works its way down into the boiler and causes the water line to bouncee and surge . This,
of course . leads to water-level problems and
equipment failure . If you're installing a new
boiler, you'd be wise to figure into your
price theL time it's going to take to clean that
system . If you don't figure it into your
price, you' Il gel to do it for free .
#7 . They pretend the vacuum pump isn't
important . By using a vacuum pump, the
original engineer was able to unde.rsiz.e
every pipe, valve and fitting in that building .
He got away with this because he had a pressure-lo-vacuum differential across his system . The steam moved quickly from the
hoile.t to the radiators . Without the vacuum
pump . though, you're forced to run higherthan-nornia€ pressure . That leads to uneven
heating, high fuel bills . water hammer and
equipment failure . If there's a vacuum
pump and it's broken, we can help .
Domestic Pump makes a fine line of vacuum
pumps . and Our rep will he Clad to aceonpany you to that problem job .
#6 . They line-size steam traps and PRVs .
Why do contractors do this" Because it
looks cool'. The trouble. is, it doesn't work
so well . We can't think of a single situation
where the steam traps or pressure-reducing

#5 . They oversize the replacement boiler .
Oversized boilers short-cycle . This leads to
high fuel bills, equipment failure and angry
customers . The only correct way to size a
replacement steam boiler is to measure all
the. radiation in the building . The boiler's
ability to make steam has to match the system's ability to condense steam . Don't size
a new boiler based on the size of (lie old
boiler . That boiler may date from the days
of coal firing . And if it does . there's a good
chance it's twice as large as it should he .
Why leave all that money on the job" Don't
be lazy : go measure those radiators .
#4. They don't think like air. Where there
is air . steam will not go . You should u/ways
walk through the system and imagine yourself as air . Could eon get out of those pipes'
If you can't get out, neither can the air .
Trapped air leads to uneven heating and high
fuel bills . Air is one of the simplest problems to diagnose . Ask your counterman to
show you the complete line of H,offman air
vents . Each box holds a solution .
#3 . They install one-pipe steam vents on
two-pipe steam radiators . When thermostatic radiator traps fail, the steam moves

into the return line and pressurizes them .
That traps air in the radiators . keeping them
from heating . If you install an air vent on
that two-pipe radiator, the air will get out .
and the. radiator will heat, for Sure! But
since there's steam in the return lines
(because of the failed traps), the condensate
won't get hack to the boiler until the end of'
the cycle. That leads to severe water hammer and water level problems at the boiler .
If you want your steam traps to last longer,
ask your counterman about Hoffman Bear
Traps . We build them for the long run .
#2 . They try to use just one steam trap
for the whole system. Steam traps belong
on every two-pipe system that has dry
returns, and on any system that has a eondensate- or boiler-feed pump . The traps
keep the steam from entering the return
lines, and that goes a long way toward balancing the steam distribution . If you try to
get by with just one big trap at the inlet to
the condensatc- or boiler-feed pump, you'll
have a building that never heats well .
#1 . When they get frustrated, they raise
the steam pressure . Most buildings will
heat beautifully with two-psi steam pressure.
or less . The steam pressure you need varies
with pipe size, not building size . The correct
steam pressure for the jobwas, set on the day
the original engineer sized the piping system . If you find you have to run the pressure higher than two psi, you probably have
trapped air or failed steam traps .
#IA . (A Bonus!) They don't call their
McDonnell & Miller/Hoffman rep'. Who
knows more about steam heating than the
represent atiyes for McDonnell &
Miller!Hoffinan7 We've been in the business since the day, when this stuff was first
thought up . Hey . we helped think it tip! If
you'ree having a problem, do the smart thing
and call us first .
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Ten Reasons Why Steam-Heating Boilers Flood
Having problems with that steam-heating
boiler's water line'? Is that boiler constantly flooding? Is your customer complaining
about not having enough heat when the
boiler does flood?
Bclore you get mad at the automatic water
feeder, take some time to look at the possible causes of that flooding problem . Good
troubleshooters never make decisions until
they've examined all the clues .
Here are ten of the most common reasons
why steam-heating boilers flood :
1 . The water line surges . And when it
d oes . i t turns the automatic water feeder on
and off . Surging begins when the boiler
water gets dirty or oily . Much of the dirt
and oil will lay on the surface of the boiler
water . When the .Steam tries to break free,
it lifts the water . creating the surging . You
can see this in the gauge glass .
Since steam systems are open to the atmosphere, you need to clean them From tine to
time . Get rid of the .surging, and you'll
usually get rid of the flooding .
2 . The water's pH is too high . When
steam c ondenses . i t produces carbonic acid,
which can cat its way through wet-return
lines . Service technicians often add chemicals to steam boilers to keep the pH from
sinking too low . But if the pH gets too
high it can be just as bad . A pH that is too
high causes foaming . and foaming leads to
trouble . Too much water flows from the
boiler with the steam . That loss of water
calls the automatic feeder into action .
When the condensate returns, the hot ler
floods .
A good pH for a steam system ranges
between 7 and 9 . When the pH reaches 11,
the water will foam . This is why old-timers
added vinegar to the boilers . Vinegar is
acidic, and that helps to bring the pH down .
3 . The boiler has a tankless coil, and it's
leaking . The city water pressure will
always be greater than the pressure in a
steam healing system . Even the smallest
lead in a tanklcss coil will flood a boiler .
Close the cold-water valve leading to the
coil for a few hours and watch the gauge
glass . If' the flooding stops, You've probably
found the culprit . Replace the. tankless coil .

4 . The system has a gravity return, and
motorized zone valves . When a motorized
zone valve closes on a boiler that's under
pressure, the water will back into the return
line of the closed zone . That brings on the
automatic water feeder . Thee next time the
motorized zone. valve opens
the condensate returns from
the system and floods the
hoilc:r.
Install quarter-inch bleed
lines around the tops of
the motorized zone valves .
The bleed lines will let
through enough pressure
to keep the water from
hacking out of the boiler ..
but it won't allow enough
steam by to overheat the
zone .

flood (he boiler.
You can diagnose this problem by doing a
broken-union test (,M&M shows you how
in their instructions) . If you find a plugged
feed line., replace it .
S . The feeder-bypass
valve isn't holding . The
bypass around the feeder
lets you fill the boiler
quickly, but it' the shutoff
valve in that line doesn't
hold tightly, the boiler will
keep taking on water until
it Iloods .
Here again, the brokenunion test gives you a
quick way of finding out
whether that important
valve is doing its job . If
it's not. replace it .

5 . The boiler is over9. The piping around the
fired . If the flange. i s ton
AlcDoruiel & Miller's Series
boiler doesn't meet the
big, the exit velocity of
47-2 combination mechanical
the steam will carry water water feederlloa' mater cut-offs. boiler manufacturer's
specs . Modern boilers
from the boiler into the
automatic
make
steam
very
quickly . The piping
system . The
water feeder will
around the boiler is very important to the
replace the. "missing" water before it has a
production of dry steam . I1' this piping is
c hance. t o work its way back into the boiler .
wrong. the boiler will throw water into the
When it does . the boiler will flood .
piping . The automatic water feeder will
Fire boilers to the connected piping-andthen replace that water . Before long, the
radiation load. No more, and no less.
boiler will be flooded .
6. The automatic water feeder is posiTake the time to check the piping on the
tioned too high on the boiler . In an
job against "hat the . boiler manufacturer
attempt to cover a tankless coil during the
calls for . If it doesn't meet the specs,
summer . some installers will tamper with
you'll have to repipcc that boiler . This is
the McDonnell & Miller Quick-Hook-Up
tough medicine . but it's often the only cure .
fitting . They'll add nipples and elbows,
10 . Someone is adding water when
and cause the feeder to feed at a point that's
you're
not there . Never dismiss this as a
too high on the gauge glass .
possible cause . If someone adds water to
Normally, the feeder should open when the .
the boiler in the middle of the sicanring
water line drops to a point just above thee
cycle., the returning condcnsatc will bring
low-water cutoff's operating position . If the
the level water up even higher, and (lie
feeder adds too much water (because it sits
boiler will flood .
too high on the. gauge glass, the returning
Talk to the. horse owner Or building supercondensate will flood the boiler every day .
intendent . Make sure they understand how
7 . The feed line is clogged with sedia steam boiler works, and what it needs in
ment . If you're using a float-operated
the way of feed water .
feeder/cutoff combination such as
Your McDonnell & Miller representative is
McDonnell & Miller's 47-2, a plugged feed
always willing to help you solve your
line can create a hack-pressure that will
steam-Treating problems . Call them the
keep the feed valve from shutting tightly .
next time. you need help .
City water pressure will bleed through and
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The Art of Making New Boilers Work With Old Systems
eplacing, an old steam boiler with a
new, efficient lower water content
boiler has become an art form . You,
the contractor, are charged with all the
responsibility of having to connect this new
replacement boiler, which contains less
water, has a smaller steam "separating"
chamber and makes steam more violently,
into a system of piping and radiation that
can be 70 to 80 years old!

R

As the old boiler
made steam, its
water line would
start to drop down as
the water was being
converted
into
steam . This steam .
which headed out to
the system would
then condense back
into water and
gravity drain hack to
the boiler .
Whether
the
Arrangement for
condensate returned
in 5 minutes or '0
minutes, the old
boiler held so much water that its water line
never dropped to the automatic feeder's
feeding level . But replace that old boiler
with one of these modern boilers and see
what happens .
The problem originates from the physical
size of these replacement boilers . Not only
do they hold less water, but the steam
separating chamber . which is used to
separate the steam from the water in the
b oiler . i s also smaller . This allows some of
the water to leave the boiler prematurely . It
gets carried out with the steam in a mistlike spray . This is why near-boiler piping
has become so critical .
The time it takes for the condensate to
return to the boiler, also known as the
system time lag, is also very important . If
it is too slow for the new boiler, it can
cause the low water cut-off to either shut
off the burner, or activate the automatic
feeder and bring in more water . Of course
when all the condensate finally returns, the
boiler's water line is too hii h and the boiler
floods .

OPEN TO THE
ATMOSPHERE!

BOILER FEED UNITS
Steam systems found in apartment buildings,
churches and schools with gravity returns and
automatic feeders are especially famous
for causing replacement boilers to flood
because of this "system time lag" problem .
The best way to solve this type of situation is
to install a Hoffman boiler feed unit .

When you install a boiler feed unit into a
system that previously was a closed gravity
return system . you've changed the operating
characteristics of that system . The most
significant change is to the return lines .
They ALL have to drain into the feed tank .
And this tank is vented to the atmosphere
with a vent pipe because it
can't withstand any pressure
inside itself .

~r STEAM MAIN
SAFETY VALVE
VE

I

NORMAL WATER LINE

CONDENSATION PUMP

AUTOMATIC FIRED BOILER

supplying make-up water to the boiler feed receiver
using a solenoid operated valve .
Boiler feed units are sized according to the
steaming rate of the boiler vs . the system's
time lag (which is different for every system!) .
Also remember we're not talking about all the
water in the replacement boiler-only the
amount found between the normal water line
and the low water cut-off level,
These units come with large receivers that act
like reservoir tanks which are intended to hold
the water needed by the new smaller boiler.
These tanks have pumps attached to them
which are typically controlled by one of
McDonnell & Miller's series of pump
controllers-such as the 150MD-which arc
piped onto the boiler.
This pump controller monitors the water line
in the boiler and activates the pump whenever
the water line drops too low . Once the water
line is brought back to the right level, the
pump controller turns the pump off preventing
the boiler from flooding . Modern boiler
design has caused many contractors to install
these boiler feed units so that the new boiler
will work properly with the original system.

This means you need to
install Hoffman F&T traps
(float & thermostatic) at the
base of every riser that drips
into a wet return line and at
the end of every steam main .
You need these traps
because without them, there
is nothing to stop the steam
from working its way
through the piping and
eventually showing up at the
receiver's vent pipe .

Before, when the returns
drained directly into the boiler, they were
exposed to the hack pressure of the boiler
which created a balance between the
pressures on the supply and the return . With
the vented receiver . there is no back
pressure on these return lines . only the
pressure from the supply . And this steam
pressure will be more than happy to blow
through the water seals and eventually show
up at the receiver's vent pipe . Of course
creating water hammer along the way!
If you are adding a boiler feed unit to a two
pipe system that already has radiator traps, it
is important that those traps are working
properly . If not . steam will pass into the
returns, create water hammer and eventually
blow out of the vent pipe. That's because
the dry returns also drain into the feed tank .
When you need a boiler feed unit think
Hoffman! We have a complete line of boiler
feed tanks and condensate handling
equipment . If you need more information or
have any questions with a particular steam
system, call your Hoffman/McDonnell &
Miller Steam Team representative .
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Sizing & Selection of F&T Traps
across the trap . This is
'fhe F&T difference
important because if you
F&T . or float and thermostatic,
select a trap that can handle
traps handle condensate, air and
steam differently than other traps .
the condensate load, but at a
greater pressure differential
The thermostatic element is like
than it will actually
the element found in radiator
encounter, the condensate
traps. It is normally open and its
won't drain from the trap .
function is to pass air and other
N ..
Instead, it will back up into
non-condensable gases into the
the coil or heat exchanger
return line . Once steam arrives at
E
causing water hammer,
the trap, this element snaps shut
I
reduced heat output and
preventing steam from passing
Dirt Pocket
into the return lines, and its job is
possible damage to the
Drain
Gravity Return to
heating unit.
finished until the next cycle . The
Vented Receiver
float part of the trap now takes
An example would be
over and drains condensate as it
selecting an F&T trap for a
forms . The float is attached, by a
make-up air coil . If the coil
lever, to a plug which seats
Applications such as the end of main drips, unit heaters, heat exchangers
against the discharge orifice . It is
has a control valve on the
and make-up air coils are perfectfor F&' traps.
steam supply line, when the
normally in a closed position,
valve closes there will be no
until the condensate starts to
arrive . Naturally the temperature of the with a noticeable hissing noise and plumes of steam pressure on the inlet side of the F&T
condensate makes no difference to the float, white clouds . Hoffman F&T traps come with trap . The only pressure differential that exists
so as soon as condensate enters the trap body, 4 ports, 2 inlets and 2 outlets . Instead of will be the vertical distance from the bottom
of the coil to the inlet of the trap .
the float lifts the plug from its seat and starts plugging the second outlet, create a test station
by installing a short nipple, service valve and
to drain . It handles light and heavy loads very
a cap. Then when you want to check the trap, Ideally the trap should be at least 15" below
well by having the float modulate as the load
simply take off the cap, open the service valve
the coil which will give you a 1/2 lb . pressure
changes .
and monitor its discharge.
Fast air removal
differential. Select a trap that can pass the
condensate load (with the proper safety
Because an F&T trap is great for handling
Trap sizing
large volumes of air, it is very beneficial for
factor) at the 1/2 lb . pressure differential and
The sizing of F&T traps is very important for
you will be assured of complete condensate
the quick distribution of steam . Air is such a
proper operation and longevity of the trap . drainage every time .
great insulator that it can greatly reduce the
Many times these traps are line-sized, that is,
rate of heat transfer of heating equipment and
steam pipe size becomes the size of the F&T Hoffman's Float & Thermostatic traps are part
slow down the distribution of steam
trap. The problem with this method is the of the Bear Trap family . They are made of
throughout a system . Applications such as the
heavy duty castings with all stainless steel
end of main drips, unit heaters, heat steam pipe is sized to handle steam while the
internals, and their capacities meet or exceed
exchangers, make-up air coils and anything trap is intended to handle only air and
condensate, not steam . And remember, low
the competition. What's more. Hoffman F&T
else that requires air to be removed quickly
pressure steam takes up approximately 1700
traps come with our unique "Dura-Stat"®
are perfect for this trap .
times the volume that a comparable amount thermostatic element . If you have any
of water needs. That's why steam pipes are so questions regarding trap sizing and
Checking F`&T traps
call
your local
Because the trap discharges condensate at big . The best way to make sure a trap will be applications
saturation temperature, it can be misleading to applied properly is to calculate the actual Hoffman/McDonnell & Miller Representative .
Our representatives are well "primed" on all
use the temperature coming out of the trap to condensate load the trap is going to handle,
steam subjects. Ask about our new Series I incheck proper operation . Also, because the apply the proper safety factor, and select the
condensate will be at saturation temperature, a lowest pressure differential that will occur
line F&T traps .
percentage of the condensate discharging
from the trap will flash back into steam. So
Compliments of:
the best method for checking good traps is
EER?C3IS!A VIUEM~
} ~#ih"& ai~'_tr t<1
visual inspection of the discharge coming
3233 Babcock Eotdev_jrd
from the trap . But don't be fooled by the flash
steam that may discharge from the trap . A
Pittsburgh, PA 15237
good trap will discharge water with a small
None (412) 366-2012
percentage of flash steam while a bad trap will
Copyright 1997 by ITT Industries
have virtually no water while it passes steam
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Multiple Issues With Multiple Steam Boilers
When an old steam boiler finally needs to
be replaced, you are presented with the
opportunity of using either one large boiler
or multiple smaller boilers to replace the
original one. As you might expect, there
are advantages and disadvantages to either
way . Unlike hot water applications,
multiple steam boilers can be very tricky,
so you cannot take the same approach as
you would with multiple water boilers .
The near-boiler piping becomes very
critical . In multiple boiler applications,
each boiler should be piped as if it were
the only boiler in thee system, so each
boiler should have a riser(s) piped into its
own header and equalizing line . The
header collects al I the steam and water that
has come out of the boiler through its
riseris) . and the steam, being "lighter," will
run along the top of the header and enter
the vertical tee which leads to a common
header ; the heavier "wet" molecules are
carried along the header and into the
equalizing line back to the boiler. When
piped this way, with the pipe sizes
recommended by the manufacturer, each
boiler will do a good job of delivering dry
steam to the common header . If you pipe
each boiler's riser into the common header
without the benefit of its own header and
equalizing line, you'll create wet steam,
water hammer, water line problems with
each boiler, and a very unhappy customer
who has to push the reset button on each
boiler's manual reset low water cut-off
control .
It is very difficult to return condensate to a
multiple boiler system without the use of a
boiler feed pumping system . Each boiler
is under different pressures even though
they are all piped to a common header .
That's because steam is dynamic, and is
always movin . condensing, and dropping
in pressure . But some people, confusing
steam with other gases like air and propane
gas, believe that after you fill the system
and pressurize it, the pressure will be the
same throughout . It can't, so multiple
boiler systems should employ a boiler feed

system, including an M&M make-up water
feeder, to return water to the boilers . Once
you decide to use a boiler feed system,
don't try to pipe one pump controller (such
as the M&M 150MD) onto a common
equalizing tine . The reason : the pump
controller doesn't know the level of the
water in each boiler, only the level where
it is located.

its own motorized feed valve . If motorized
valves are used, once the valve opens, its
end switch makes contact, activating a
common feed pump . 1Now, the water can
only enter the boiler that really needs more
water. This maintains the proper water line
in each boiler, improving the quality of
steam and the efficiency of your multiple
boiler system .

Besides, when the pump moves
where. does the water want
Naturally, the water takes the path
resistance so it enters the boiler

water,
to go?
of least
with the

Finally, when each boiler is piped into a
common header . there will be times when
one or more will be "off' because of a
light load on the system . Unfortunately .

lowest pressure . But this is typically the
"off"' boiler which doesn't need any water,
and the "on" boiler, which has the greatest
demand for water, gets little or no water .
The "on" boiler will then shut off on low
water, and as the steam condenses, the
boilers will equalize . This raises the water
line in all the boilers, reducing the steam
separating chamber within each boiler, and
affecting the quality of steam being
supplied to the system .

the steam doesn't know where it is
supposed to g o . s o some of it enters the
"off' boilers and condenses . Condensate
accumulates and floods the "off' boilers .
The easiest and most cost effective method
for addressing this situation is to pipe
"overflow" traps (usually 3/4" F&T trapsI
into each boiler's equalizing line a couple
of inches above the operating water level .
Then, when the condensate starts to build
up in an "off' boiler, it enters into the trap
and drains into the. boiler feed receiver .

The best way to return condensate in a
multiple boiler system is for each boiler to
have its own pump controller piped onto
an equalizing column . Each controller is
wired back to either its own feed pump or

If you have any questions regarding this or
any other steam issue, give your local
Hoffman/McDonnelI & Miller Stearn
Team representative a call .
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10 Reasons Why Steam Heated Buildings Heat Unevenly
1. The air can't get out of the
system fast enough .
Where there is air, steam won't go . It is very
important to quickly remove the air from the
system allowing the steam to travel to the
radiators . Main vents are vital to proper distribution . When you are out on a job . make
sure to look for steam main vents in the basement .
2 . The boiler is piped incorrectly .
A modern steam boiler requires the nearboiler piping to help produce "dry" steam for
the system . The boiler's steam chamber is
smaller and the supply riser holes are smaller, and this affects the boiler's ability to
separate the water from the steam, so the
manufacturer wants to use the header and
equalizing line piping to "catch" this water
and prevent it from heading out into the system with the steam . When piped incorrectly,
the steam is forced to carry water with it as
it leaves the boiler . Naturally, the water condenses the steam before it reaches the
radiators .

3. The boiler is undersized
or underfiired.
A steam boiler's job is to produce enough
steam to fill the entire piping system and all
the radiation . The job of the cold pipes and
cold radiators is to condense this steam, but
if the boiler can't produce enough steam to
overcome this mass of cold iron, the steam
will not be able to make it out to the furthest
radiators . This is why you must size the boiler to the connected load and then make sure
the burner is fired to that load .

4. The steam traps have failed .
Two-pipe systems have radiator traps and
float and thermostatic traps . Their job is to
pass air and condensate into the return piping while preventing the steam from getting
past the radiators and ends of the mains .
When these traps fail in the closed position .
the air can't get out, so the steam can't get in .
But when they fail in the open position, the
steam passes into the return lines . Once
there, it pressurizes the returns to the same
pressure as the supple lines, and with no difference in pressure, the steam stops moving .

You have to make sure the steamtraps are
working properly for the system to operate
efficiently .

5. The insulation has been
removed from the pipes .

the boiler water is dirty and needs to he
cleaned .

8. The wet return lines are
partially plugged .

Steam mains were insulated so steam could
reach all the radiators . When asbestos insulation is removed, the exposed steel piping
becomes one very large radiator, and this
additional load condenses the steam before it
can reach all the radiators . If you see pipes
that have had their insulation removed, suggest re-insulating them or make sure the new
boiler is sized for this additional load .

If the steam system has wet returns and the
complaint is uneven heating, make sure the
returns aren't plugged . If they are, the condensate will back up the return drips trying
to overcome the additional pressure drop
created by the plugged returns . Condensate
will back up into the main vents closing them
off before all the air is removed from the
trains, and this can create very uneven distribution of the steam throughout the system .

6. The steam pipes are
pitched incorrectly .

9. Someone has set the
pressuretrol too high .

When originally installed, steam mains and
horizontal runouts had certain pitches to
them that allowed the condensate and steam
to co-exist in the same pipe . Over the years,
the building settles and pipe hangers loosen
up, changing the pitch of the pipes . and
allowing condensate to collect in pockets
along the piping . These puddles will condense the steam as it passes by . creating
uneven heat throughout the building . Make
sure the steam mains and runouts maintain
proper pitch .

Radiator steam vents have a rating that's
known as "drop-away" pressure . This rating
has to do with the maximum system pressure at which the vent's float can drop down
to re-open when the steam condenses in the
radiator . If someone raises the pressuretrol
setting beyond the vents "drop-away" rating,
it is possible to close all the radiator vents in
the system . and this leads to uneven distribution of heat throughout the building .
Always check the pressuretrol setting on the
boiler as well as the "drop-away" rating of
the vents in the system .

7. The quality of the steam is bad .
If the boiler water is dirty or has a film of oil
on its surface, the boiler will make "wet"
steam . Because water droplets "rob" the
steam of its latent heat, steam is condensed
in the piping before it reaches all the radiators . Check the quality of the boiler's water
by looking at the boiler's gauge glass . When
the boiler is making "dry" steam . the top portion of the glass will be dry . While the boiler
is operating, raise the water line to within
one inch of the top of the gauge glass---if
water pours over the top of the gauge glass .

10. You haven't contacted your
local Hoffman/McDonnell &
Miller Steam Team representative
about any of your steam heating
questions or problems. They are
well primed on any steam heating
subject and they are willing to
share this information with you .
All you have to do is give them a
call .
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Don't Get Caught in the "MasterTrap"!
Recently a contractor needed help with a
job involving an old two-pipe steam system .
It was a real adventure. The mistake he
made was classic and one worth sharing
with you . He described the problems he was
having with the system_ "The building was
heating unevenly and banging, I visited the
building and discovered that steam was
pouring out of the vent pipe on the condensate pump ."
He figured the hanging was caused by all
the excess steam coming from the receiver
vent, and the uneven heating was caused by
the steam
heading
toward the vent line on
the receiver instead of
traveling towards the
radiators . He installed a
float and thermostatic
Bear Trap right in front
of the receiver's inlet
which
the
stopped
steam from blowing out
the vent line, but the
heating system continued to ban- and heat unevenly . In fact, if
anything, after installing the trap the uneven
heating became worse and the banging
seemed louder'. He was under the gun
because he assured the customer that he
knew what the problem was, and that he
also knew the solution . At that point, the
contractor called his Hoffman representative for help .
We hear and see the contractor's problem
all the time, Other than preventing the
steam from blowing out the receiver's vent
pipe, his approach does nothing to fix the
real problem and it will likely makee the
problem worse! To understand why his
solution will not work, you must first understand how a two-pipe trapped system is
designed to work .

vent and the individual radiator vents . However, with a two-pipe system there are
radiator traps installed on the outlet side of
each radiator. These traps perform several
functions .
∎ They are normally open to vent air from
the radiator and pass it into the return system .

• They snap shut in the presence of steam,
preventing it from getting into the return
piping .

• They open to drain the condensate that

forms when the steam in the radiator condenses .
The air that passes into the return piping is
eventually vented out of the system through
the condensate pump's vent pipe . The system is designed to operate with steam in the
supply pipes and radiators, and only with
air and condensate in the returns . As the
condensate forms in the mains and radiators, the traps open and allow it to gravity
drain back to the vented receiver . Once
there, the float in the receiver rises and turns
on the pump . The condensate is forced back
into the boiler to start the cycle all over .
The big difference between what we just
described, and what our contractor friend
saw, is the steam blowing out the receiver's

vent pipe . The first question the contractor
should ask is : What would allow steam to
show up at the condensate receiver's vent
pipe? Remember that one of the functions
of a steam trap is to trap steam! When it
doesn't, there is nothing to prevent the
steam from crossing over into the return
side of the system and once there, the pressure in the return piping will start to
approach the same pressure as in the supply
mains . This will stop the steam in its tracks
because it needs this pressure differential to
move . It's like turning the circulator off in
a forced hot-water system and
expecting the system to still
operate. Try to think of a twopipe system as a ladder . One
side of the ladder is the supply
and each rung is a radiator with
a steam trap . The other side of
the ladder sees only the air and
condensate from each rung.
When our contractor friend
installed the "master trap" in
front of the condensate receiver's inlet, he only made a bad situation
worse . The float and thermostatic (F&T)
trap made sure that the returns would he
pressurized . There was no pressure differential across the system's original F&T
traps, and this caused the condensate to
back up in the distribution mains, causing
more problems . The solution to this systems problern-and many others that
plague two-pipe steam systems---is to
replace the radiator traps that have failed in
the open position .
If you are experiencing problems with a
steam system . or have any steam questions,
give your Hoffman/ McDonnell & Miller
Steam Team representative a call .

Compliments of:
Steam is produced in the boiler and then
heads out towards the radiation . In front of
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needs to be vented before the steam will
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Curing A Spitting Problem
The saga of a spitting radiator vent is very
common . but the cause is often misunderstood . To start, let's review the operation of
a one-pipe radiator vent, which should :
Be a Float and Thermostatic style vent,
which is normally open so the steam
entering the system pushes the air ahead of
it out of the radiators .

1

Close shut in the presence of steam .
I ..,T',ere is a di ., . hragn bcll- at t110- •e ,rent V.ir::rc~ the iiuai and pin s it. A S
steam approaches the vent, the surrounding
temperature increases, causing the alcohol
and water mixture in the diaphragm to flash
into vapor . The corresponding increase in
mixture volume causes the diaphragm to
expand, driving the pin into the port . opening
at the top of the vent . The vent closes, preventing steam from leaking .
Open to break any vacuum that forms
when the steam in the radiator condenses, as well as vent any air that is still in the
radiator. For this to happen, the system pressure must be very low . Each steam vent has
a pressure rating known as "drop-away"
pressure . This "drop-away" pressure is the .
maximum pressure the float inside the vent
can drop down against to re-open the vent .

2

CIO-- in t' presenc •t f w •i ter . .'I's(;me
:)r c : i f
. water Tnauc its way i1cto the
someone left the make-up water valve open
by accident, the float inside the vent would
"float" the pin into the port opening, closing
the vent . These float vents have a syphon
tongue which is hinged at the bottom of the
vent in the 114" nipple where the air, water
and steam pass each other . The tongue
ensures any water entering the vent shell
drains out of the. body and doesn't hold the
vent closed .
Probably the most important detail and least
understood subject that governs the success
of one-pipe steam systems is velocity . The
main in a one-pipe system supplies steam to
up-feed risers, which in turn feed the radiators on each floor . The piping system that
feeds these up-feed risers is referred to as
the horizontal run-outs . What occurs inside

l.T"
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P1PESI ES-ONE PIPE STEAM

this piping is critical to the operation of the
system . Steam heads towards the. radiator
while the condensate gravity drains back
into the main . As long as the velocity of the
steam doesn't exceed a critical point, everything co-exists perfectly . But if the steam's
velocity crosses that critical point, the velocity is so high the condensate can't drain
back_ The steam carries this condensate hack
up tie risers . cau'•i ng gurgling and sloshing
noise ;
l )ij ing and the condensate
eventually spits out the radiator's vent valve.!
Old pipe sizing handbooks featured charts
showing the required pipe sizes based upon
the connected load and the designed pressure drop . In these pipe charts, there was a
column dedicated to the size of the horizontal run-outs and up-feed risers . The pipes
selected for these columns were solely based
upon this critical velocity limitation .
Whenever you are faced with solving the
problem of a spitting radiator vent, think
about how the system was supposed to work
and ask yourself what's changed . Here is a
list of some of the more common causes of
spitting radiator vent valves .

• Check the size of the horizontal run-out,
vertical up-feed riser and the supply radiator
:aloe vs, the cc : Licctt: ! r, .d ;atic , lord and
: .d ... . .,
k ; sure they
• Make sure t%- rats-out pitch meets the
recommended tr.'i`:r :uun(t/2" per foot, and
if the run-out exceeds 8', use the next larger pipe size) .
• Make sure the radiator valve is completely open . If it's partially closed, or if the
disc falls off the . seat, the diameter of the
opening is reduced and the velocity increases dramatically!

SIZE OF
PIPE

UP
FEED

1"

45
98

® 288
464
® 799
HOR!7ONTA! BRANCHES TO RISE,"C - SC. FT
"EOI-''!PE

1 12"

2 ,z '

„

1"

14'

HORRONTALBRANCHTO
RISER UP TO O' to 12' LONG

_

28

62

93

HORIZONTAL BRANCH TO RAOIAmHINLET UPTOB LONG

28

62

93

169 260 475

VALVE SIZE

28

62

93

HORIZONTAL BRANCH TO
RISER UP TO 8' LONG

€

169

169 260

-

removed front the piping, Cold pipes create
a lot more condensate .

• Make sure the radiator is pitched slightly towards the supply valve . The condensate
should drain when the system shuts down .
Replace the vent if dirt . scale and rust
prevent the vent from seating tightly .

• 1f someone re-locates the radiator, make
sure the new piping adheres to the same
rules as when the system was first installed .
• A large radiator with a large capacity
vent may cause the radiator vent to Spit . A
fast vent can allow too much steam into the
radiator . This creates too much condensate,
which is trying to drain out the supply valve
while more steam is trying to enter . Instead
of one quick vent, try two smaller capacity
vents, installed one above the other .
If you have questions or problems with
any steani related systems, call your
McDonnell & Miller or Hoffman Steam
Team representative . They have the
solutions to your problems .

• Check to see if the insulation has been
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Problems When a Steam

Trap Passes

Steam

When a trap has failed to the point where it
passes steam, it is easy to ignore or place
on our never-ending list of "things to do."
After all, what harm is it causing besides
wasting a few dollars worth of steam? The
process is still being heated_ However, a
failed trap may be costing you more than
just the loss of a small amount of steam . It
may be costing you a lot more .

The Cost of Lost Steam
Let's examine how a trap passing steam can
affect your whole system . First, determine
how much the lost steam costs . Since the
steam is being lost at saturation conditions
(0 prig from the vented receiver) we can
determine the amount of Btu's that are no
longer recoverable . (1 psig steam contains
970 Btu/lb . So, for every pound of steam
we don't recover, we lose 970 Btu's . But
we're losing more than just that latent energy . We are also losing sensible energy .
Having lost that pound of steam, we must
now replace it with a pound of water and
we have to add energy to the new water just
to bring it up to saturation condition (for
water it is approximately I Btullb°F) . Let's
say the water we are introducing is 60'F .
Because we lost our steam through a vented receiver, we havee to raise its temperature
to 212°F . And because the steam we lost
had already been treated, there is the additional cost of treating the new water .

Other Effects of Had Traps
Knowing this information we are able to
calculate the loss associated with losing
steam through a bad trap . However, there
are other indirect costs related to the failed
trap that are more difficult to calculate . One
is the damage caused by water hammer . As
steam enters a condensate return line, there
is the chance steam will mix with the condensate and some of the condensate may
flash into steam and re-collapse into condensate, causing water hammer and
equipment damage .
A failed trap can pressurize the return main
resulting in insufficient differential pressure
across other traps draining into the same

Picture of Tubes Damaged by Water Hammer
main as the failed trap . Consequently, condensate will back-up in the processes the
traps are associated with . Then someone
will wrongly diagnose these traps as being
defective, possibly even replacing a good
trap and still not getting the desired results .
Frustrating! Because the trap has no differential pressure due to the pressurized
condensate line, there is also the possibility of water hammer occurring in the heat
transfer device that cannot drain . Again, the
mixing of steam and condensate can cause
water hammer .

Higher Steam
Temperatures Problems
This is not the last of the problems that a
trap passing steam can cause . With steam
passing through the trap, the return condensate is at a higher temperature, which
sounds like we are saving energy by not
having to add as much sensible heat to the
condensate to bring it back up to saturation
conditions . But the warmer the condensate
is, the more flash steam there will be. Even

worse, the pumps will handle hotter condensate, and this can have a negative effect
on the pump seals . And, the higher the temperature, the less NPSH (Net Positive
Suction Head) we will have available at our
pump suction the less NPSH available,
the greater the chance for cavitation to occur
in our pump .
So, the indirect cost of a trap passing steam
may be great . The best solution is to understand the operation of your traps, survey and
test them on a regular basis, and repair or
replace traps when they fail . The cost will
always be justifiable .
So the next time you have problems . look at
the whole system . Rember that even if the
process is still working, a bad trap may
actually cause other, more serious problems .
For help with any and all steam problems, contact your local McDonnell &
Miller sales representative . They have
the answers to all of your questions .
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Do's & Don'ts For One-Pipe Steam Systems
We have been asked numerous questions
about all types of steam systems over the
years . The subjects range from what
causes water hammer in steam systems,
to the proper sizing of traps and pressure
reducing stations, to selecting boiler feed
tanks and condensate pumps . The following is a list of some common "do's"
and "don'ts" when working on a one-pipe
steam system .

DON'T size a replacement boiler by
using the heat loss calculation method,
the label method, the "looks a lot like"
method or any other rules of thumb
method .
DO size a replacement boiler by counting
all of the radiation in the house . The total
becomes the Net EDR (equivalent direct
radiation) rating of your replacement
boiler . Steam doesn't care about )teat
losses-or anything else except the
amount of cold metal attached to the boiler . If the boiler is too small, part of the
building will never heat . If it is too big,
the new boiler will short cyclee like mad,
consume bodacious amounts of fuel and
create service calls .

DON'T assume that you can pipe the
boiler exactly the same way as the old
boiler .
DO pipe the boiler according to the
instructions from the boiler manufacturer . New boilers are very different from
older boilers . The sections are narrower,
the exit holes are smaller and there are
fewer of them, and the steam chest is
almost non-existent .
So pipe them
according to the directions and you will
save yourself a lot of headaches .

DON'Tjust throw in a couple of bottles
of cleaning chemicals when you are finished piping the new boiler .
DO skim the boiler according to the boiler manufacturer's instructions . Oil from
the foundry as well as the cutting oils
used out in the field will create surface
tension on the top of the water in the boil-

er . This sets up a foaming/priming condition that creates very wet steam . The
results are water hammer, lack of heat
and unhappy customers .
DON'T use small radiator vents as endof-main vents! Worse, don't use a pipe
plug .
DO use the largest main vents that you
can get . By venting the air from the main
separately and quickly, you will significantly improve the balance of the system .
By using a large vent, the steam will head
toward the end of the main before it starts
filling the risers . This provides balance to
a one-pipe system .
DON'T size. the horizontal run-out to a
one-pipe riser based on the inventory
method of pipe sizing .
DO use a steam pipe-sizing chart that
tells you the exact pipe size needed to
support the amount of radiation connected to that riser . The pipe that connects
the steam main to an up-feed riser is
called a horizontal run-out . Its job is to
simultaneously supply steam to the riser
while allowing condensate ., which is coming back from the radiators, to (~ ravity
drain back into the steam main . if the
steam is moving too fast, the condensate
won't be able to drain hack into the main :
instead, the steam will drive it towards
the radiator vents .
DON'T use adjustable vents on radiators

based upon the radiator's location .
DO use adjustable vents based upon the
size of the radiator . When coal fired systems were converted to oil or gas . they
found the system operated differently . To
adjust to this new "on & off' type system, they had to balance the air venting of

the lam=er radiators versus the smaller
radiators . It had nothing to do with the
location of the radiator . That problem
was eliminated by installing at least one
large-capacity main vent at the end of
each main . Then the adjustable vents
would simply control the venting rate of
the larger radiators compared to the
smaller radiators .
DON'T raise the setting of the pressuretrol, thinking it will solve a heating
problem!
DO keep the pressuretrol or vaporstat set
as low as possible because :

• Low pressure steam moves faster than
high-pressure s team. I Lyou want the steam
to reach the end of the main quickly, lower
the pressure and make sure you install a large
capacity main air vent .
• All radiator vents have a "drop-away"
pressure rating . This is the maximum pressure that the float inside the vent can fall
down against . re-opening the vent. If the
pres .suretrol setting is too high, once the vent
closes it won't be able to re-open to vent any
remaining air in the radiator .
• One-pipe steam radiators were sized to
heat the house. on the coldest day of the year
with less that I psi of steam . For every
square foot of EDR, the radiator will emit
240 BTU/H when the room temperaturee is
70°F and the steam temperature is 215°F .
r
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When a Bucket Trap Just Won't Do!
Inverted bucket traps-or "bucket traps"have been around a long time in the steam
trapping business . They are rugged in
design and can withstand demanding
applications, but are sometimes used in
applications that just aren't "friendly" for
this style trap . A bucket trap likes to operate with a constant load, and doesn't
operate well under fluctuating loads .
All steam traps must be capable of
performing the following functions :
O Vent air from the space so that
steam can enter .
O Hold steam in the space until all
of the latent heat has been removed
from the steam .
© Remove all the condensate that
forms in the space when the steam
condenses.
Bucket traps are good at performing two
of these functions : numbers 2 and 3 . A
bucket trap does not vent air from the
steam space quickly, and does not work
well under varying loads-it prefers to
"see" a constant load . What is a varying
load? A typical heating system which
cycles on and off by a thermostat or outdoor reset control is an example of a
varying load . When the system turns on,
the load is great because the pipes and
radiators have to warm up . Once they
have warmed up, the load is reduced . This
fluctuating load creates fluctuating condensate loads . Bucket traps aren't the best
choice to handle these changing loads .
Every time the system turns off and the
steam condenses, air rushes back into the
system, breaking the vacuum . On the next
call for heat, this air must be vented
before steam can enter . Unfortunately, the
bucket trap can't vent this air quickly .
Steam heat exchangers and steam makeup air coils incorporating modulating
control valves are also modulating loads .
When the control valve modulates the
steam supply, it is responding to a change
in the load . It also changes the pressure in

the steam space,
which affects the pressure differential
across the trap . As the
differential changes,
the capacity of the
trap is affected . These
conditions
work
against the bucket
trap's operation .

trap will actually re-evaporate the condensate in
the trap body to steam .
Now, without any condensate in the trap, steam
will pass through the trap
and into the return .

What type of trap should
be installed in a modulating application'? A float
& thermostatic (F&T)
Because a bucket trap
trap is best for this applicycles
open
and
Hoffman F&T Series I trap
cation because as the
closed, a bucket trap
name implies, it consists
works best when there
of a float and a thermostatic element . The
is a constant, steady load which rarely
thermostatic element is designed to hanfluctuates . The bucket, which is actually
dle a large volume of air, and the float can
upside down (inverted) in the trap, has a
handle modulating condensate loads .
specific weight to it. This bucket is
These two conditions occur in every
attached to the trap's cover by a lever . At
steam heating system and in every moduthe other end of the lever is a plug, which
lating control valve application .
is driven into the seat of the trap when it
closes . The trap is normally open because
Hoffman Specialty offers an Inline Float
the weight of the bucket pulls the plug off
& Thermostatic trap . The benefit of this
its seat . When steam arrives at the trap, it
style trap is the inlet and outlet connecis directed through a passageway into the
tions are on the same plane, just like a
open end of the bucket . As more steam
standard bucket trap . So if you encounter
enters the bucket, it becomes buoyant and
an existing application using a bucket trap
begins to float, closing the trap . The
and the system is experiencing some of
steam eventually condenses, the bucket
the problems outlined here, you can
loses its buoyancy and falls, pulling the
upgrade thee installation with minimal pipplug away from its seat . Re-opened, the
ing changes to an Inline F&T trap .
condensate is allowed to drain into the
return piping . To work properly, the trap
body needs to be printed with condensate .
If the trap loses its prime, when the steam
enters the trap, it will by-pass the inverted bucket and flow into the return .
What causes a bucket trap to lose its
prime? A trap in an application with a
modulating load can lose its prime . Under
the light load, the steam that enters the
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Replacing A Steam Boiler - Successfully!
When an existing steam boiler fails and
needs replacing, obviously a new one must
be installed . And that’s when the adventure begins . The first thing to do is find out
why the old boiler failed :
• Was it an 80-year boiler on its last leg?
• Were the controls installed properly?
• Were the controls maintained according

to the manufacturers' recommendations?
• Was the boiler bringing in bodacious
amounts of fresh water?
• Is your customer accustomed to the
nuances of a steam system or is he a new
homeowner who doesn’t know that steam
boilers require “hands on” attention?

You need to find the answers to these questions before you install the new boiler so
that the boiler failure won’t happen again .
(If it fails again, watch how quickly the
homeowner’s steam system becomes your
steam system!)
Sizing the Replacement Boiler
Proper sizing of the new boiler plays a
major role in the success of your replacement job . It is very important to ensure that
the new steam boiler has the same capacity in producing steam as the system you
are connecting it to has in condensing the
steam . This is the one fact that trips up
many contractors .
Steam systems are nothing like hot water
systems when it comes to providing heat .
In a hydronic system, the boilers, pipes and
radiation are filled with water . The boiler
heats the water, which is then circulated
out to the radiation . There, it gives off
some heat to the room and drops a few
degrees in temperature . The water then
comes back to the boiler where it is heated and re-circulated back out to the system .

changes from hot boiling
water into steam . It does
this by adding latent heat to
the boiling water . Latent
heat is a measurement of
energy that isn’t sensed by a
r
thermometer – it’s what
steam heating is all about .
BOILER
The water, now in this
vapor-like state, heads out
into the system . The key is
to realize that this steam
wants to change back into
water . And when it does, it
gives back the latent heat that was needed
to change the water into steam . This occurs
when the hot steam enters cold pipes and
radiators . This is the reason why the new
steam boiler must be sized according to
the amount of radiation that is connected to
the piping system . To heat every radiator in
the house, the boiler has to produce enough
steam to fill the piping network and all of
the radiators .
Regardless of the size of the old boiler, you
should always walk around the house with
a clipboard and add up the EDR ratings of
every radiator . When you are done, you
will know the exact size boiler required for
this home . If you select the replacement
boiler by reading only the rating plate of
the old boiler, the success of the job and
your company’s reputation are in the hands
of the installer who came before you . In
addition, many homeowners believe that
when they purchase a new steam boiler,
they are also getting a new steam system .
Their old system could have been experiencing problems for years, all because of
the incorrect size of the old boiler . If you
come in and select the replacement boiler
based on the old one, you may then have to

WATER LINE

Typical steam system
live with a very unhappy customer . It happens often .
When a replacement steam boiler is oversized, it can create many problems . It will
force too much steam into the piping system, creating velocity problems, spitting
steam vents, and water hammer noises, and
causing the boiler to short cycle . Remember that the homeowner doesn’t know
about the need for proper boiler sizing . He
hears the boiler constantly cycling on and
off . All he knows is that his radiator vents
are suddenly spitting water all over the
walls and floor, and he believes that his
house might explode from the water hammer noises . You – and your customer –
can avoid these problems by taking the
time to properly select the replacement
steam boiler .
If you have any questions regarding steam systems, contact your
local Hoffman Specialty/McDonnell & Miller Representative. Your
Steam Team Representative has
been thoroughly trained in the art
of steam heating.
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Why residential boilers need LWCO’s
There are both legal and practical considerations that create the need to install a low
water cut-off (LWCO) device on a residential hot water boiler. Jurisdictions have
adopted codes which state when an LWCO
must be installed, while the practical side
is based upon system conditions.

ASME
The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code has been universally adopted
as the minimum requirement for the manufacture, installation and maintenance of
boilers. Section I, for power boilers,
requires low water protection. Steam heating boilers of any size, regardless of where
they are installed, must have a low water
cut-off per ASME Section 4. For hot water
boilers, the same code only requires that
hot water boilers with input greater than
400,000 btu must have a low water cut-off.
In lieu of an LWCO, coil type boilers
above 400,000 btu input, which require a
flow of water to prevent overheating, shall
have a safety device (typically a flow
switch) to prevent burner operation when
the flow of water is inadequate.

CSD-1
CSD-12002 is an
additional
ASME standard for
Controls and Safety Devices for
Automatically
Fired Boilers. As
120V LWCO
in Section 4, CSD- (RB-122)
1 Part CW-120a
requires at least one LWCO on all steam
boilers. However, the requirement (Part
CW-130a) for hot water boilers has the
words added, “…except those installed in
residences (as defined by the authority
having jurisdiction)…” This requires that
any hot water boiler, regardless of size, not
installed in a residence, must have a low
water cut-off.

IMC
The Internal Mechanical Code (IMC) is a
new standard that is being adopted by
jurisdictions. It is a consolidation of codes
written in the past by BOCA, SBCC, and
other independent code councils. Section
1007.1 of the IMC states “All steam and
hot water boilers shall be protected by a
low water cutoff control.” If it’s a hot
water boiler, it must have a low water cutoff.

The Fill Valve
There has always been a controversy about
whether to keep the fill valve open or
closed after initially filling a
hot water heating system. If the valve is
closed and there is a
24V LWCO
(RB-24)
leak in the system,
no water is added to
the system if a leak
develops. Because the
fill valve has a strainer that collects the
debris (sand, silt, minerals, rust, etc.) that
is present in the water which can clog the
strainer, leaving the valve open is no guarantee that water will flow through if a leak
occurs.

Piping Elevation
Some systems have piping for radiators, snow melt and tankless water
heaters below the minimum safe
water level of the boiler. Boiler manufacturers and organizations such as
ANSI and the National Fuel Gas code
have recognized this. Each has added a
section in their literature or standards that
indicates that if a hot water boiler is
installed above the level of radiation, then
a low water cut-off should or shall be
installed.

For many years, industry leaders have
identified the need for low water cut-offs
on hot water boilers. They agree that the
only way to detect a low water condition is
with a low water cut-off device. No other
safety device can determine if water is present.
In 1997, McDonnell & Miller introduced
the Series RB line of probe type low water
cut-offs. Designed for use in residential
boiler applications, they feature a green
“power on” LED, a “low water condition”
red LED, and high sensitivity for use in a
broad range of liquids. The Series RB can
be installed in either the boiler tapping or
supply riser and are easy to wire
into either a 24V or 120V burner circuit. Low cost and easy to
install, they are an excellent choice as the
device to sense
a low water
condition in a
hot water boiler.
Remember, even with the
many other safety devices (temperature
limits, pressure relief valves, flow sensors,
etc.) installed on a hot water boiler, the low
water cut-off is a low cost component
which will protect the boiler and system
from damage if a low water condition
occurs.
For more information on low
water cut-offs, or answers to any
boiler control questions, contact
your local McDonnell & Miller/
Hoffman Specialty Representative, or visit our web sites.
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visual inspection of what is coming
through the trap
Install a test valve in the trap outlet
tapping
Listen to sounds in the trap while
using an automotive type stethoscope
or an ultrasound device (traps that are
blowing steam will have a hissing
sound and traps that are passing condensate will have a gurgling sound)
Instantaneous thermometers work well
on thermostatic traps
Use a stethoscope to listen as bucket
traps and thermodisc traps cycle open
and closed

Q

In an old house with steam heat, just
part of the radiators were getting
warm, so I drained the system and refilled
with water. Now the water was spurting
out of the radiators. S o I drained the system
again and I took off all the pressure valves
on each one to hopefully release any vacuum. When done I put all the valves back
on and refilled the water level again, but
the water is still spurting out of the radiators. Can you give me any advice?

A

The steam system is supposed to be
filled only up to the halfway point on
the boiler gauge glass. If you put too much
water in the system, or if you're trying to
operate it at a higher pressure than needed
you'll get leaks. You may need to install a
boiler feeder. For complete information on
boiler feeder selection and installation, visit www.mcdonnellmiller.com, or contact
your local M&M Representative.

0
A

What is the difference between a
probe-type boiler control for a hot
water boiler and one for a steam boiler?

Q

Can a manual reset low water cut-off
(LWCO) be used with a water feeder?

A

No. After going into "low water," a
manual reset unit locks out, causing
the water feeder to remain in feed position
until the manual reset button has been
depressed. Under normal operation, if a
water feeder is wired and controlled with
the low water cut-off, the water feeder will
continue to add water to the boiler until it
receives a signal from the low water cutoff indicating that the boiler has sufficient
water (probe is in water). However,
as stated above, a level control with
a manual reset will not signal the
water has returned to the probe
\ until the manual reset button is depressed, resulting
in a flooded boiler.

Probe-type boiler controls designed for steam boilers include
a time delay function to guard against
rapid cycling. The water
line in a steam boiler will T * often fluctuate due to
burner operation or header
MPM W C O ' s
For help with any hydronlocation. This fluctuation
ic
or
steam
heating
question, contact your
in water level will cause a probe-type boillocal
McDonnell
&
MillerMoffman Speer control to cycle in between "in water"
cialty
Representative,
or visit the websites.
and "out of water" several times a minute,
or "rapid cycle." To guard against this situation, a steam boiler control will include
a time delay feature which requires the
To view more FA@, go to
probe to be out of water for a period of
www.mcdonnelImlller.rom or
time (often 10 seconds) before it registers
www.hohamgee~ty~om
click
,
"out of water." This is known as "delay on
an
'6FAQs",
and
then
enter
a
key
break" (DOB). Also in reverse, as water is
word in the search box.
returning to the probe, the steam boiler
control has a "delay on make" (DOM) time
delay of 15 seconds. This allows for addi-

2

Q

When should I use a secondary
(redundant) low water cut-off?

A

We recommend that secondary (redundant) low water cut-off controls be
installed on all steam boilers with heat input
greater than 400,000 BtuJhour or operating
above 15 psi of steam pressure. At least two
controls should be connected in series with
the burner control circuit to provide safety
redundancy protection should the boiler
experience a low-water condition. Moreover, at each annual outage, the low water
cut-offs should be dismantled, inspected,
cleaned, and checked for proper calibration
and performance.

Q

What is the best way to test a steam
trap?

THERMOFLO EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.

A

There are several methods that can be
used depending on the type of trap
you have:

IThe most accurate test for all types is

tional condensate to return to the boiler so
the probe is completely submerged before
the burner is allowed to fire. Hot water
probe-type boiler controls require no time
delay because the entire system including
the boiler is completely filled with water,
hence there is no fluctuating water line.

3 2 3 3 Babcock Boulevard
Pittsburgh, PA 15237

Phone (412)366-2012
I
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How to Increase Your Profits with LowWater Cutoffs on Hot Water Boilers
Most gravity steam boilers operate at 2 psi or
so, and every one comes with a low-water
cutoff. You probably can’t imagine a steam
boiler operating without that essential safety
control. What would happen if the boiler ran
out of water and the burner continued to fire?
If you’ve ever seen a burned-out steam boiler, you know that the stakes are very high.
And that’s why every steam boiler comes
with a low-water cutoff.

about the people who are going to live in that
house.
Even a simple baseboard-loop system can
have several feet of piping that dips under a
concrete slab to clear a doorway. That piping’s out of sight and prone to corrosion and
leakage; in most homes, there’s nothing to
protect the boiler from a low-water condition. Maybe you’re thinking the feed valve
will protect the boiler if something goes
wrong? If you are, consider this situation.

But now consider a hot water boiler. Most
operate at six times the pressure of the typiSuppose the burner locks into the firing posical steam boiler, yet many
have no protection against a
dangerous low-water condition. Some hot-water boilers
have that crucial protection,
but these are typically larger
boilers, 400,000 BTUH and
higher. Why boilers of this
size? Because it’s code. M&M low water cutoffs: RB-122 (120V - left) and RBContractors usually install 24 (24V - right)
these boilers in multi-family housing and
tion and doesn’t drop out when it should.
commercial buildings places where there are
Anything from a stuck-open gas valve to a
lots of people.
faulty control can cause this problem. Once
But what about smaller hot water boilers?
You know, the kind you find in single-family homes. Plenty of people living there, but
many don’t have low-water cutoffs, do they?
Why? Because in some states, there’s no law
that says you have to install them or you’ve
chosen not to comply with your state’s code.
Be aware that most states now require lowwater cutoffs on all boilers regardless of size
or type. At about $100.00, a low-water cutoff is an inexpensive insurance policy protecting you and your customers.
What’s causing this shift in policy? We suspect it may have to do with the rapid growth
of hydronic heating in certain areas of the
United States. Did you know that the radiant-floor-heating market has been growing
at a steady rate of about 30% a year for several years now? Many newer hydronic heating systems include at least some radiant
floor heating. And when all or most of your
system piping winds up below the boiler, the
boiler manufacturer requires you to install a
low-water cutoff. It’s time to start thinking
seriously about potential system leaks, and

the burner locks in and keeps firing, the temperature and pressure inside that boiler will
build until the relief valve opens. In most
homes, this happens at 30 psi.
So the relief snaps wide and unloads a furious blast of steam. Once the immediate danger passes, the valve quickly seats itself. In
most homes, they seat at about 26 psi. But
remember, the burner continues to fire.
And then in a few moments, the relief valve
roars open again, dumping even more steam
into the boiler room. Unless someone
notices, this will continue until there’s little
or no water in the boiler.
Now consider this. While this is happening,
the system pressure never drops below 12
psi. Because it doesn’t, the feed valve can

never feed. And if the feed valve shot water
into the boiler, there’s no telling what could
happen.
Can you see how low-water cutoffs are in
the best interest of your hot-water heat customers? It’s to your great advantage to mention them to your customers, especially if
you’re replacing their boiler. When they
realize a low-water cutoff is in their best
interest, most homeowners say, “Sure, install
it!” This is especially true when you’re
replacing their boiler, because the cost of the
low-water cut off seems modest compared to
the cost of the complete job.
Think about it. If you mention it to them as
an option, explaining the facts about feeders
and boiler protection, they might just say
“Yes!” And if they do, you’ll make more
money on that job while you’re protecting
that family from potential danger.
And if they say “No,” you’re still better off.
You’ve raised an issue with a solution that’s
in their best interest. You’ve shown you care
about their safety.
When you sell with your customers’ best
interests in mind, you separate yourself from
other contractors in a big way. This caring
approach and awareness of the workings of
hydronic systems make you more professional in the customer’s eyes. And the best
part: you’ll probably increase your profit on
every job you do.
For more information on boiler
controls or answers to any steam
or hot water heating question,
contact your local McDonnell &
Miller/Hoffman Specialty
representative or visit our websites
at www.mcdonnellmiller.com or
www.hoffmanspecialty.com.
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Creating a “False Water Line”
The next time you are faced with replacing an old steam boiler that was attached
to a “two-pipe air vent” system, try the
old-timer’s trick. Remember that the
replacement boiler is smaller in size and
holds less water, thus requiring a boiler
feed tank that acts as a reservoir for the
new boiler. The feed tank helps prevent
the boiler from shutting down due to a
low water condition, or flooding the boiler if a feeder is present. With the boiler
feed tank, all the system surges take place
in the receiver, allowing the boiler to
maintain a steady water line.

Boiler feed units
When you install a boiler feed unit, all the
returns must drain into this receiver. The
only way water can now enter the boiler is
by turning the feed pump on with a pump
controller located on the boiler. This
receiver is vented to the atmosphere
because it can’t withstand any pressure,
so all those former wet returns now have
no backpressure from the boiler to offset
the pressure from the supply side. Now
the steam can reach down into those former wet returns and shove all that water
back and forth in the piping, eventually
showing up at the vent pipe, filling the
boiler room with steam. Of course, the
water hammer is incredible.

F&T traps
The answer to this problem is to install
F&T (float & thermostatic) traps at the
base of each riser drip and at the end of
each main as well as radiator traps on
each radiator. These traps will prevent the
steam from entering into the return lines
and pouring out of the receiver’s vent
line. Unfortunately, sometimes it isn’t
economically feasible or even possible to
install all those traps, and installing one
“master” F&T trap at the inlet to the
receiver may not prevent the steam from
showing up at the vent pipe. And it does
nothing to prevent the steam from still
reaching all the way down into those former wet returns, creating water hammer
and other problems. Remember, the

Air Vent

Radiator

Vent

Old Boiler’s
Water Line

F&T Trap

Condensate
Pump
Check Valve

Boiler

Typical False Water Line Installation
returns are now isolated from the boiler’s
back pressure because they all drain into
the vented receiver.

The false water line
There is a way of getting the new installation to work: create a “false water line.”
This technique allows you to keep the old
wet returns pressurized and full of water
the way they were in the original system.
One method to accomplish this is to use a
2” F&T trap and hang it right near the
boiler feed unit. Mount the trap so that its
location closely mimics the old boiler’s
water line. The trap should have two inlet
and two outlet tappings. Combine all the
wet returns from the system into one common line, and pipe this line into one of the
trap’s inlet connections. Then run a steam
line from the steam main over to the other
inlet connection of the F&T trap. This
equalizing line puts pressure on the backside of the wet returns, keeping them wet

and pressurized, and the pressure balances off the steam pressure from the supply side. Now, pipe a line from one of the
trap’s outlet connections to the feed tank’s
inlet connection. As the condensate forms
in the system, the F&T trap will open to
drain this returning condensate back into
the receiver. It is important that the new
water line be high enough to cover everything that was originally covered by the
old boiler’s water line. It should not be
too high since there is a chance the water
could flow back into the main, causing
water hammer and damage to the system’s main vents.
For answers to any steam or hot
water heating question, contact your
local McDonnell & Miller/Hoffman
Specialty Representative, or visit our
websites.
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What is the Normal Water Line
in a Steam Boiler?
All boiler manufacturers identify the “normal
water line” in their instruction manuals. It is
typically denoted as “NWL” and describes the
height in inches from the bottom of the boiler
up to this line. By not paying attention to the
NWL, you can set yourself up for a whole lot
of headaches. The manufacturers today know
that for their boilers to provide good “dry”
steam, they have to rely on the boiler’s nearboiler piping to help “shake out” any water
that has come out of the boiler with the steam.
Most manufacturers list the
height of the boiler’s header
piping above the NWL as at
least 24” because:

1) They want to minimize the amount of water that
can climb up the supply riser(s) with the high
velocity steam that is leaving the boiler, and

water to back up into the header piping. If this
happens, the header piping’s internal diameter is
drastically reduced which immediately increases the
steam’s velocity which can cause more problems.
The higher velocity steam will literally “suck”
additional water right up out of the boiler and out
to the system. This water-laden steam will condense
prematurely because the water will rob the latent
heat from the steam causing uneven distribution
of heat throughout the building. It will cause the
steam vents to spit condensate. It will create water
hammer because condensate will slam into elbows,
tees and anything else in its way. This high velocity
steam will also create a low water condition back in
the boiler because of all the water that left the boiler
prematurely. The only time the NWL is the normal
water line is when the boiler is off and cold.
(Figure 1)

2) as the equalizer drip line fills with water on

start-up (because the steam is condensing in
the near-boiler-piping), they don’t want this

“NWL is only normal
when the boiler is
off and cold.”
Figure 1
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Figure 2

As soon as the boiler starts to make steam, the
water line has to change because some of the water
is changing its state from a liquid to a gas (Figure 2).
How fast the water changes into steam is a function
of the boiler’s BTU/H capacity. An easy rule of thumb
to refer to when attempting to calculate the boiler’s
steaming rate is 0.5 gpm for every 1000 square feet of
Equivalent Direct Radiation (EDR). This means water
is being taking out of the boiler in the form of steam at
a rate of 0.5 gpm for every 1000 square foot rating of
the boiler. If you have a residential steam boiler capable
of providing 500 square feet of steam, water is leaving
the boiler at a rate of 1/4 gpm for every minute the
boiler is firing. If a boiler firing cycle lasts 15 minutes
and the condensate hasn’t started to return, 3.75 gallons
of water will have left the boiler. That is a substantial
amount of water that is no longer in the boiler.
We know how the NWL is established, but how it is
set in a boiler? The only way to set the proper NWL is
by manually filling the boiler to the proper level. Some
believe that an automatic water feeder is responsible for
maintaining this water line, but a feeder’s only function
is to maintain a safe minimum water level working in
conjunction with the low water cut-off. You don’t want
a customer thinking that an automatic water feeder is
convenience item lest they forget about the importance
of regularly checking their boiler!
If you have any questions regarding low water cut-offs,
automatic water feeders and steam boilers, contact your
local ITT McDonnell & Miller Representative. They are
well trained on steam subjects.

A series of informative
training videos created
to help HVACR professionals
design, operate and better
understand hydronic and
steam systems is now available
free of charge from Bell & Gossett.
Covering a variety of topics ranging from
primary/secondary pumping to seal selection,
the 12 educational training videos were created by
the staff at Bell & Gossett’s Little Red Schoolhouse.
Since 1954, more than 55,000 engineers, contractors
and installers have been trained in the Little Red
Schoolhouse’s learning center, while another
135,000 professionals have received training
through B&G’s ‘traveling classroom program.’
Now, 12 training videos are available online at:
http://itt.mediasite.com
Topics include:
• Seal Selection
• Troubleshooting with Pump
Curves & Pressure Gauges
• Steam Boilers
• Variable Speed Demonstration
• The Pump Graveyard
• Control Valve Service
• Introduction to Steam Systems
• Steam Regulators: Part 2
• Proper Balancing
• Primary/Secondary Pumping
• Air Control and Air Elimination
• Compression Tank Location
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